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Abstract

gRPC is an open, high-performance RPC framework designed for efficient low-latency cross-service communications. This document describes use cases for gRPC in network management and other services, particularly streaming telemetry.
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1. Introduction

gRPC is a high performance universal RPC framework to connect distributed systems [GRPC-WWW]. gRPC emerged from an internal Google framework called Stubby which has been used to connect large numbers of microservices running within and across data centers for over a decade. Having a uniform, cross-platform RPC infrastructure allowed Google to deploy fleet-wide improvements in efficiency, security, reliability and behavioral analysis critical to supporting the incredible growth of these services. gRPC is the next generation of Stubby, built in the open originally for services, as well as last mile computing use cases like mobile, browser, IOT [GRPC-DESIGN]. It is based on standards like HTTP/2 [RFC7540] and is extensible and pluggable by design.

This document describes use cases for the gRPC protocol [I-D.kumar-rtgwq-grpc-protocol] in network management, including monitoring, configuration management and programmatic operations. We also summarize a number of additional use cases where gRPC is currently being applied.
2. gRPC use cases

2.1. Network management

Below we discuss several gRPC applications related to network management with a focus on monitoring and telemetry. gRPC is already implemented by several network device vendors as a primary transport for monitoring data based on the streaming telemetry paradigm.

2.1.1. Streaming telemetry motivation and overview

Network operations depend fundamentally on the availability of accurate, near real-time data to drive a variety of management systems, including traffic control systems, fault recovery systems, and demand and capacity forecasting systems. This data consists of information about the control plane (e.g., protocol operations), management plane (e.g., system availability, statistics, and counters), and data plane (e.g., packet and flow statistics).

In addition to the variety of data, the volume of monitoring and management data continues to increase significantly. Modern, high-density platforms with thousands of interfaces and numerous hardware and software modules means potentially collecting millions of objects and running tens of thousands of CLI commands every few minutes in a large-scale network. Network monitoring data is increasingly used to manage mission-critical systems such as real-time monitoring, centralized traffic engineering, server selection and load balancing. Hence it requires efficient, secure, and scalable mechanisms for data transport, encoding, and control.

Most networks rely on traditional management protocols such as SNMP [RFC1157] [RFC3410] for collecting monitoring data about the control and management planes, and SFlow [RFC3176] or IPFIX [RFC7011] for the data plane. For control and management data in particular, SNMP is the primary tool, despite limitations which make it ill-suited for modern, large-scale networks, especially Web- and Internet-scale backbones, and large, high-capacity data center networks.

While SNMP is widely deployed and implemented in a variety of network environment, it suffers from a number of drawbacks:

- legacy implementations -- designed for devices with limited memory and little processing power; e.g., SNMPv2 supports multiple data items in a message, but is not optimized for high-volume data collection
o lack of discoverability -- discovering new elements requires walking the SNMP MIB periodically; on high-density platforms this is extremely computationally expensive

o lack of capability advertisements -- each object ID must be checked to know whether it is supported by the target platform

o rigid data structures -- whether using standard or vendor proprietary MIBs, the structure and format of the data cannot be easily extended or augmented

To address these drawbacks, a number of network operators proposed a new approach for network monitoring based on streaming telemetry (see an early proposal in [I-D.swhyte-i2rs-data-collection-system]). Streaming telemetry is based on a pub/sub push model in which target devices send data of interest over a streaming channel to a data collection system.

Some notable features of a streaming telemetry system include:

o targets stream data continuously based on a specified period (or as frequently as the target supports), or on a state change

o data is sent as soon as it is available, reducing the need to buffer, or to handle a single large for all data at once

o data may be sent incrementally, e.g., only for those data items that have changed

o ability to distribute the telemetry sources (e.g., directly to linecards) to avoid burdening the management CPU

o users issue subscription requests via RPC to the target to request only the data of interest

o data is exported in a well-structured, common format, e.g., based on YANG models of operational state data [I-D.openconfig-netmod-opstate]

o the target and collector communicate over a secure, authenticated, reliable channel that is long-lived and efficient

Streaming telemetry allows the network behavior to be observed through a time-series data stream. This is in contrast to the polling mechanism used in SNMP in which a monitoring client must periodically request the set of desired data, and walk the MIB to discover changes. The polling frequency is limited since the device
must be able to handle large requests for all interface or QoS counters, for example.

Open source implementations of streaming telemetry are currently being developed by several network vendors, including adapters to deliver data into time-series databases, messaging systems, and data visualization systems [ST-CISCO] [ST-JUNIPER] [ST-ARISTA].

2.1.2. Streaming telemetry with gRPC

gRPC provides a number of capabilities that makes it well-suited for network telemetry. Since its underlying transport is based on HTTP/2, it can exploit several key features:

- binary framing and header compression -- highly efficient encoding on the wire to enable bulk data transfer
- bidirectional streaming RPCs -- the target and collector can stream their data independently, and leverage application-level flow control
- flexible data encoding -- gRPC is payload agnostic, and can be used to transfer data encoded as XML, JSON, protocol buffer, or Thrift; as new data formats and encodings emerge for network data, the RPC layer can be easily adapted
- multi-language support -- open source gRPC IDLs are available for 10 programming languages, and service endpoints can be created on a number of operating systems, giving device vendors flexibility in implementation

gRPC-based telemetry stacks are now being implemented with some available as open source [ST-ARISTA].

2.1.3. Network configuration management

gRPC offers a non-proprietary, modern alternative to vendor-specific configuration protocols or standards such as NETCONF [RFC6241] or TL1 [TL1]. Some of the benefits of using gRPC for configuration management include more flexible data encodings (e.g., no requirement to use XML), easier integration based on the large number of language implementations available, and more options for securing connections.

Several platforms now support gRPC configuration protocols using data based on YANG models [GRPC-CISCO] [GRPC-JUNIPER].
2.2. Additional use cases

2.2.1. Client Libraries for connecting polyglot systems

gRPC generates client libraries in 10 languages and thus allows developers to operate in their language of choice and system to communicate with any other system. These libraries offer idiomatic-to-language API surface such that every developer feels they are in their language native environment.

2.2.2. MicroServices

Designed as a general, high performance protocol to interconnect polyglot systems, gRPC is ideal for microservices communication, independent of where the services are deployed. A protocol that offers flow control, bidirectional streaming and a very compact serialization mechanism is ideally suited for connecting microservices at scale. It is already being adopted by large organizations like Square and Netflix for their microservices communications.

2.2.3. Browser and mobile applications communicating to gRPC Services

Mobile and Browser applications are becoming feature rich and more demanding by the day. User expectation is that apps are performant in various network conditions and drain minimal battery and computing power of device. gRPC provides native iOS and Android Java libraries for more efficient communication for applications with backend services such that battery, data are efficiently used and developers have more control of communication with servers using gRPC APIs.

2.2.4. High performance access to Cloud Services

The expectations from high request-rate cloud services like storage and pub/sub messaging systems are to be very efficient and low cost from a compute and networking point of view. Hence, gRPC based APIs are being used for services like Google Cloud BigTable and Google Cloud PubSub. External products like etcd (underlying storage system for kubernetes) also relies on gRPC.

2.2.5. Secure and low overhead communications in embedded systems

With its integrated authentication model and a IDL like nano-protobuf, gRPC could be ideal for secure device-to-device and device-to-cloud communication as well. This use case is still under development.
2.2.6. Unified inter-process and remote communication

gRPC can provide a unified programming model for both inter-process communication and remote service communication. This use case is still under development.

3. Security Considerations

As applied to network configuration and monitoring, any transport protocol and RPC framework must have support for secure, authenticated communication. gRPC supports a number of security mechanisms that are suitable for use in network management, including TLS-based transport, and client and server authentication. These will be detailed further in subsequent drafts.

4. IANA Considerations

None at this time. In the future, there may be proposals to designate specific application ports for gRPC-based telemetry and configuration traffic.
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